We think of the brands that we trust with your event as more than just partners. Together, Swoogo,
hubb, ShowGizmo, TRC, and Glisser make up the Event Tech Tribe.
We’re a system of best-in-craft solutions, completely integrated to form a best-in-class event experience,
from marketing to management, to analytics, and everything in between.
As a Tribe, we’re dedicated to ensuring working with us is just as seamless as working with a larger, single
company. As individual brands, we’re committed to singular focus in our respective areas to outperform
our competitors every time.
Get to know the Tribe a little better. Meet the brands.

MARKETING / MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT
Hubb is a software platform that
helps conference and meeting
planners manage and market
content for their events. Hubb
automates the processes
surrounding event content
management, freeing time for
managers to focus on strategic
planning and more eﬃcient
execution. Hubb streamlines
speaker and session management
and ensures a consistent
participant experience, from
registration to session feedback.

From the registration wizard and
drag-and-drop site builder to
conditional logic and our built in
relationships with the rest of the Event
Tech Tribe, Swoogo makes it faster and
easier to promote your brand, manage
your speakers and attendees, create
your mobile event app, and most
importantly: cross oﬀ your to-do list.

APP
From live polling, lead qualiﬁcation
and beacon integration to Q&A,
surveys and turning smartphones
into microphones--we work
tirelessly to push the boundaries
of what is possible in the world of
event applications.

ONSITE
Badge printing, attendance
tracking & lead retrieval solutions
with you & your attendees in
mind. At our core, we at TRC are
passionate about supporting you
and your show. We “specialize in
the on site experience.” We take
the daunting jobs of organizing
and managing equipment
delivery, installation and set-up,
and deployment oﬀ your
shoulders, so that you can con
centrate on what you do best:
maximizing opportunities for your
exhibitors and attendees!

PRESENTATION
Glisser is a powerful solution for
sharing content, engaging
audiences and collecting useful
data during your event's speaker
sessions. It pushes presentation
slides to audience smart-devices in
real-time, and integrates live
polling, digital Q&A and social
media feeds. Audiences become
participants, and you get a wealth
of feedback. Glisser integrates into
Swoogo mobile for a seamless
delegate experience.

